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In the framework of the Burt-Foreman theory a nonsymmetrized eight-band effective-mass Hamiltonian is
derived for nanostructures in the presence of a magnetic field. The Hamiltonian is tested for the case of a
cylindrical quantum dot with parabolic in-plane confinement potential in a perpendicular magnetic field. We
compare the results of our nonsymmetrized model to the single-band and conventional multiband calculations,
where ad hoc symmetrization is used. The model is tested on GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As, GaAs/AlAs, and
InAs/GaAs quantum dots, where strain is not included in the model in order to resolve the influence of the
boundary on the electronic structure. In structures with a large difference of Luttinger parameters between the
constituent materials, such as InAs/GaAs quantum dots, the conventional multiband models lead to unphysical
high magnetic-field solutions that are substantially different from those obtained from the nonsymmetrized
Hamiltonian and single-band model for the ground state. A similar behavior is observed for the case of
InAs/GaAs quantum wells, where energy levels as a function ofkt are analyzed. This discrepancy is attributed
to an overestimation of band mixing in conventional models because of the inappropriate treatment of the
boundary.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effective-mass theory is a very well-established
method to obtain the band structure in the case of weak per-
turbing inhomogeneous semiconductor potentials.1–4 Elec-
tron and hole energies near the band extrema in the presence
of external magnetic and electric fields and in a crystal con-
taining a shallow impurity were successfully described by
this theory.1,4,5 It is also well suited for valence bands, but
because of the degeneracy between the heavy- and light-hole
bands, the multiband approach should be applied. The ma-
jority of current theoretical work on the calculations of the
electronic structure is based on the Luttinger-Kohn Hamil-
tonian for valence bands and Pidgeon-Brown Hamiltonian to
consider mixing between valence and conduction bands. Al-
though the validity of the effective-mass approximation is
brokensthe weak perturbing potential condition is violatedd,
it has nevertheless been proven to be a useful method to
compute the electronic structure of semiconductor nanostruc-
tures, owing to its simplicity and reasonable agreement with
experiment. For this purpose, the appropriate bulk multiband
Hamiltonian is used in each constituent material separately,
and the envelope functions on either side of the interface are
connected by applyingad hocsymmetrization rules.6 We re-
fer to this approach as the conventional multiband model.

An envelope function theory for nanostructures was de-
veloped by Burt.7 The model is valid for the case of abrupt
interfaces and relies only on the slow variation of the enve-
lope functions.7–9 The fact that the Hamiltonian as a whole is
Hermitian, but the matrix elements themselves are not nec-
essarily so, was disregarded in the conventional multiband
approach. The operator ordering with respect to the band
parameters reflects the boundary conditions at the abrupt in-
terface. This ordering for the nonsymmetrized multiband
Hamiltonian was systematically derived by introducing
asymmetry parameters, first for quantum wells and
superlattices,10,11 and, subsequently, for an arbitrary three-
dimensional confinement in quantum dots.12

In the framework of the envelope-function approximation,
the problem of the interface in semiconducting nanostruc-
tures is very complex and several treatments were recently
put forward. General boundary conditions were proposed for
the multiband effective-mass theory that required the conser-
vation of the probability flux density normal to the interface
and the self-adjointness of the multiband Hamiltonian.13 Re-
duced translational and point symmetries of the system due
to the interface causes a heavy-hole–light-hole interaction
even at the center of the Brillouin zone.14 It was shown that
this anisotropic effect can also be modeled within the Burt-
ForemansBFd theory.15 Szmulowicz et al.16 developed a
modified eight-band envelope-function approximation for-
malism incorporating this anisotropic effect. The latter effect
is not considered in conventional multiband nor in the BF
envelope-function approximation. Furthermore, it has been
argued that most derivations of effective-mass equations for
heterostructures, including Burt’s derivation, do not take into
account all perturbative corrections up to the same order and
that the additional approximation introduced by Foreman,10

resulting in the asymmetry parameters, was incorrect.17 Sev-
eral terms with different operator ordering were omitted, and
the asymmetric term in the nonsymmetrized Hamiltonian
was found to be incorrect, which lead to the proposal17 of a
different first-principles envelope-function theory. However,
the application of the conventional symmetrized Hamiltonian
is still widespread and numerous experimental data were de-
scribed in the framework of this theory, although the treat-
ment of the interface in this model is problematic. Therefore,
we implement here the BF theory as a correction to the usual
approach. As argued above many subtile effects may not be
included, butno nonphysical solutionsare found within this
BF theory, in contrast to the results obtained with the con-
ventional approach.

The electronic structure of unstrained and strained quan-
tum wires and dots has been extensively studied.18–23 In or-
der to explain experimental results on semiconductor nano-
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structures in the presence of a magnetic field,24 appropriate
modeling of the electronic structure is needed. In this paper,
we limited ourself to the application of the boundary condi-
tions given in Ref. 25 for the case of a nonzero magnetic
field and compare the electronic structure computed by this
model to the results of conventional single and multiband
models. The presence of such a magnetic field leads to the
replacementk →−i ¹−eA /", and further to the noncommu-
tivity of different components ofk. The fact that different
components ofk do not commute was not addressed in the
BF approach. In the present paper the nonsymmetrized
Hamiltonian for nanostructures and bulk materials in a non-
zero magnetic field is derived. A direct relation between the
antisymmetric constantk introduced by Luttinger4 and the
asymmetry parameter12,25 in the BF model is established. At
zero magnetic field, different components ofk commute, and
the Hamiltonian of Ref. 12 is recovered.

As an example, we apply the proposed nonsymmetrized
Hamiltonian to a cylindrical quantum dot in the presence of
a perpendicular magnetic field. The dot confinement poten-
tial is, for simplicity, assumed to have parabolic shape in the
lateral plane, while along the growth directionsz-axisd, a
steplike dependence is adopted. Quantum dots formed from
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As, GaAs/AlAs, and InAs/GaAs, and quan-
tum wells formed from InAs/GaAs are analyzed. In order to
fully estimate the influence of the boundary conditions on the
electronic structure in InAs/GaAs systems, strain is not
taken into account. In such a case, the application of the
correct boundary conditions along thez direction is very im-
portant. We found that agreement between the nonsymme-

trized and conventional models strongly depends on the
structural parameters. For systems with a large difference in
Luttinger parameters, band mixing in conventional models is
found to be overestimated and leads to nonphysical solu-
tions. A good agreement between the single-band model and
the nonsymmetrized multiband model for the ground state
was observed.

The paper is further organized as follows. The nonsym-
metrized Hamiltonian for a finite magnetic field is derived in
Sec. II. The details of the electronic structure calculations for
cylindrical quantum parabolic in-plane confinement poten-
tials is given in Sec. III. Section IV contains the numerical
results. Our results and conclusions are summarized in Sec.
V. For completeness we added the strain-dependent part of
the Hamiltonian in the Appendix.

II. NONSYMMETRIZED HAMILTONIAN IN AN
EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD

In the BF theory, the multiband Hamiltonian for bulk
crystals is modified so that:7,8,10 sid the operators are ordered
with respect to the effective mass parameters, which leads to
specific boundary conditions at the atomically abrupt inter-
face; sii d the light-hole u3/2, ±1/2l and the split-off
u1/2, ±1/2l states are coupled because of the local inversion
asymmetry caused by the variation of the material
composition.26

The Hamiltonian for bulk crystals without spin-orbit cou-
pling written in the basisuSl, uXl, uYl, uZl of the periodic
parts of the zone-center Bloch functions, is given by1,25

H4 =1
Ec + Ack

2 iPkx iPky iPkz

− iPkx Ev8 − L8kx
2 − Msky

2 + kz
2d − N8kxky − N8kxkz

− iPky − N8kxky Ev8 − L8ky
2 − Mskx

2 + kz
2d − N8kykz

− iPkz − N8kxkz − N8kykz Ev8 − L8kz
2 − Mskx

2 + ky
2d
2 . s1d

Here, Ec denotes the energy of the conduction-band mini-
mum, Ev8=Ev+D /3, whereEv is the energy of the valence-
band maximum andD is the spin-orbit split-off energy.P is
the Kane matrix element,L8=s"2/2mdsg1+4g2d, M
=s"2/2mdsg1−2g2d, N8=s"2/2mds6g3d, wherem is the elec-
tron mass. Parametersgi are related to the valence-band Lut-
tinger parametersgi

L by the relationsg1=g1
L−EP/3Eg, g2

=g2
L−EP/6Eg, g3=g3

L−EP/6Eg, whereEg is the fundamental
band gap, andEP is related to the Kane matrix element by
EP=2mP2/"2. Ac is calculated from the expressionAc
="2/2mc−2P2/3Eg−P2/3sEg+Dd.

The operator ordering for the zero magnetic field case,
proposed in Refs. 10 and 25 is given by:

Pkxi
→ 1

2sP1k̂xi
+ k̂xi

P2d, s2d

Mkxi

2 → k̂xi
Mk̂xi

, s3d

N8kxi
kxj

→ k̂xi
N+8k̂xj

+ k̂xj
N−k̂xi

, s4d

wherexi ,xj =x,y,z; xj Þxi. P1 andP2 are asymmetry param-
eters given in the Appendix of Ref. 12.N+8 in Eq. s4d is the
contribution toN8 from theG1 andG12 bands, whileN− rep-
resents the influence of theG15 andG25 bands. If one neglects
the G25 bands, Eq.s4d becomes25

k̂xi
N+8k̂xj

+ k̂xj
N−k̂xi

= 3s"2/2mdsk̂xi
sg3 + xdk̂xj

+ k̂xj
sg3 − xdk̂xi

d,

s5d

wherex is called the asymmetry parameter in the notation of
Pokatilov et al.12 and is given byxsrd=s2g2srd+3g3srd
−g1srd−1d /3.
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If the operator ordering, which was proposed in Ref. 25,
is implemented in the Hamiltonian for bulk material in the
presence of a finite magnetic field3 sk →−i ¹−eA /"d, it may
be shown that the asymmetry parameter, which should only
give a contribution at the interface, also contributes away
from the interface. As a matter of fact, Eq.s5d can be written
as

3
"2

2m
S− i

]sg3 + xd
]xi

k̂xj
− i

]sg3 − xd
]xj

k̂xi
+ g3hk̂xi

,k̂xj
j

+ xfk̂xi
,k̂xj

gD . s6d

The first two terms represent the correct boundary condi-
tions. They arise from the different contributions of the re-
mote bands of symmetryG1, G12 sthe first termd, andG15 sthe
second termd. In the case of thead hocsymmetrization these

two terms also exist but in a different form 3s−i]g3/]xik̂xj

− i]g3/]xjk̂xi
d, obtained by takingx=0 in Eq. s5d, and they

follow from the fact that each matrix element of the Hamil-
tonian in thead hoc symmetrization has to be Hermitian,
which is shown to be incorrect.7,8,25The third term represents

the anticommutator of the operatorsk̂xi
, k̂xj

. Note that both in
the ad hoc symmetrization and the bulk Hamiltonian, the
third term appears. It arises from the symmetry of the
crystal.3,4 The fourth term is the commutator of the operators

k̂xi
, k̂xj

, and it is proportional to the asymmetry parameterx.
It plays a role not only at the boundary but through the whole
nanostructure. The correct interpretation of this term is very
important. We demonstrate that this term is essentially the
same as the one introduced by Luttinger. As analyzed by
Luttinger for the case of bulk semiconductors in a magnetic
field fsee Eq.s12d of Ref. 4g, the commutator of different
components ofk, multiplied by the antisymmetric constant
K /2 represents the antisymmetric term. As we showed in Eq.
s6d, in the Burt-Foreman approach this antisymmetric term
appears naturally in the derivation and exists in bulk materi-
als as well as in nanostructures. If one compares Eq.s12d of
Ref. 4 to Eq.s6d in the case of bulk materialfthe first two
terms in Eq.s6d are then equal to zerog, one can obtain a
direct relation between the antisymmetric constantK and the
asymmetry parameterx from the BF theory. Note that we
treat the conduction band together with the valence bands, so
the hole effective masses are written in terms of the scaled
Luttinger parametersgi swith i =1,2,3d, as it was shown at
the beginning of this section. If one excludes the conduction
band from the model,gi reduces togi

L, and, as a conse-
quence,x reduces toxL=f2g2

Lsrd+3g3
Lsrd−g1

Lsrd−1g /3. Be-
cause of the fact that only the valence bands are treated ex-
plicitly in Luttinger’s Hamiltonian,K is related toxL by K
=−s"2/md3xL. Note that this term vanishes for zero magnetic

field when k̂xi
, k̂xj

commute. Furthermore, we can relate
the asymmetry parameterx to the dimensionless constant
k, which was introduced by Luttinger:s"2/2mds3k+1d=
−K /2.4 To be consistent, we denote Luttinger’sk as kL. In
our case, in which the conduction band is treated together
with the valence bands, the scaledk is related to the Lutting-

er’s kL by k=kL−Ep/ s6Egd.5 The direct relation betweenkL

and the asymmetry parameterxL from the BF theory is then
given bykL=xL−1/3. fNote that it is equivalent to Eq.s23d
of Ref. 5 wherekL=g3

L+s2/3dg2
L−s1/3dg1

L−2/3.g Inclusion
of the conduction band into the model leads to the replace-
mentkL→k andxL→x, resulting in the relation

k = x − 1
3 , s7d

When the spin-orbit interaction is included the basis of
the periodic parts of the Bloch functions is given by

u1/2,1/2l = uS↑l,

u1/2,− 1/2l = uS↓l,

u3/2,3/2l =
1
Î2

suX↑l + i uY↑d,

u3/2,1/2l =
i

Î6
suX↓l + i uY↓l − 2uZ↑ld,

u3/2,− 1/2l =
1
Î6

suX↑l − i uY↑l − 2uZ↓ld,

u3/2,− 3/2l =
i

Î2
suX↓l + i uY↓d,

u1/2,1/2l =
1
Î3

suX↓l + i uY↓l + uZ↑ld,

u1/2,− 1/2l =
− i
Î3

suX↑l − i uY↑l − uZ↓ld. s8d

In the single-group representation theG83G8 parametersg1,
g2, g3, and k also involve the split-off bandG7, and this
representation is the one that we will use. However, in the
full double-group picture theG73G7 andG73G8 parameters
are independent of theG83G8 ones.2 Following the proce-
dure by Weileret al.2 the complete 838 nonsymmetrized
Hamiltonian is given by
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Ĥ =





 Dcb+

CN− + 2SN1 +
1

2
DH− iV+ Î2

3
V0 si/Î3dV− 0 si/Î3dV0 Î2

3
V−

CN+ + 2SN1 +
1

2
DH+ Dcb− 0 −

1

Î3

V+ iÎ2

3
V0 − V−

iÎ2

3
V+ −

1

Î3

V0

− iV+
† 0 Dhh+

− S− − i
7

4

Î3Cq− − iÎ3Sk +
7

4
qDH− − R

3

2
isCq+ + qH+d − si/Î2dS− +Î3

2
s1 + kdH− iÎ2R

Î2

3
V0

† −
1

Î3

V1
† − S−

† + i
7

4

Î3Cq+ + iÎ3Sk +
7

4
qDH+ Dlh+

− C − 2i
5

2
Cq− − i2Sk +

5

2
qDH− − R iÎ2sQ+ + Hzd − iÎ3

2
S− −Î1

2
s1 + kdH−

− si/Î3dV−
† − iÎ2

3
V0

†
− R† − C† + 2i

5

2
Cq+ + i2Sk +

5

2
qDH+ Dlh−

S+
† − iÎ3

7

4
Cq− − iÎ3Sk +

7

4
qDH− iÎ3

2
S+ +Î1

2
s1 + kdH+ iÎ2sQ− − Hzd

0 − V−
† −

3

2
isCq− + qH−d − R† S+ + iÎ3

7

4
Cq+ + iÎ3Sk +

7

4
qDH+ Dhh− iÎ2R† si/Î2dS+ −Î3

2
s1 + kdH+

− si/Î3dV0
† − iÎ2

3
V+

† si/Î2dS−
† +Î3

2
s1 + kdH+ − iÎ2sQ+ + Hzd† − iÎ3

2
S+

† +Î1

2
s1 + kdH− − iÎ2R Dso+

C + i2S1

2
+ kDH−

Î2

3
V−

†
1

Î3

V0
†

− iÎ2R† iÎ3

2
S−

† −Î1

2
s1 + kdH+ − iÎ2sQ− − Hzd† − si/Î2dS+

† −Î3

2
s1 + kdH− C† − i2S1

2
+ kDH+ Dso−







,

s9d
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where

Dcb± = Ec + T ±
"2

2m
s2N1 + 1difk̂x,k̂yg ± 2iCN1z

, s10d

Dhh± = Ev − sP± + Q±d 7
"2

2m
3sk + s9/4dqdifk̂x,k̂yg

7 s27/4diCqz
,

Dlh± = Ev − sP± − Q±d 7
"2

2m
fk + s1/4dqgifk̂x,k̂yg 7 s1/4diCqz

,

Dso± = Ev − D − P± 7
"2

2m
s2k + 1difk̂x,k̂yg,

k̂+ =
k̂x + ik̂y

Î2
, k̂− =

k̂x − ik̂y

Î2
, s11ad

Hz =
"2

2m
s1 + kdfk̂x,k̂yg, s11bd

H± = ±
"2

2m
Î2fk±,kzg, s11cd

V± =
1

2
sP1k̂± + k̂±P2d, s11dd

V0 =
1

2
sP1k̂z + k̂zP2d, s11ed

T = k̂+Ack̂− + k̂−Ack̂+ + k̂zAck̂z, s11fd

P± =
"2

2m
sg1hk̂±,k̂7j + fk̂±sg1 − 2xdgk̂7

+ fk̂7sg1 + 2xdgk̂± + k̂zg1k̂zd, s11gd

Q± =
"2

2m
sg2hk̂±,k̂7j + fk̂±sg2 − xdgk̂7

+ fk̂7sg2 + xdgk̂± − 2k̂zg2k̂zd, s11hd

R= Î3
"2

2m
fk̂+sg2 − g3dk̂+ + k̂−sg2 + g3dk̂−g, s11id

S± = ± iÎ6
"2

2m
sg3hk̂±,k̂zj + fk̂±sg3 + xdgk̂z + fk̂zsg3 − xdgk̂±d,

s11jd

S± = ± iÎ6
"2

2m
Hg3hk̂±,k̂zj + Fk̂±Sg3 −

x

3
DGk̂z

+ Fk̂zSg3 +
x

3
DGk̂±J , s11kd

C = − i2Î2
"2

2m
fsk̂−xdk̂z − sk̂zxdk̂−g. s11ld

Cq± = ± Î2
"2

2m
fsk̂±qdk̂z − sk̂zqdk̂±g. s12ad

Cqz
=

"2

2m
fsk̂xqdk̂y − sk̂yqdk̂xg. s12bd

CN1± = ± 2Î2
"2

2m
fsk̂±N1dk̂z − sk̂zN1dk̂±g. s12cd

CN1z
=

"2

2m
fsk̂xN1dk̂y − sk̂yN1dk̂xg. s12dd

N1 contributes to the electrong factor,2 and q is the pa-
rameter introduced by Luttinger.4 Because of a reduced sym-
metry at the interface, also an additional coupling is caused
by these parametersq andN1 at the interface. It is included
in the Hamiltonian Eq.s9d throughCq±, Cqz

, CN1±, andCN1z

given by Eqs.s12d, but in our numerical calculations in Sec.
IV, we assume that these two parameters are zero.

In Eq. s9d † denotes Hermitian conjugation. We avoided
using complex conjugation of operators and transposition of
operators, as presented in Ref. 12, because in the magnetic-
field case it would lead to incorrect results. Without magnetic

field k̂xi

* =−k̂xi
and k̂±

* =−k̂7, but in the case of magnetic field

k̂xi

* Þ−k̂xi
and k̂±

* Þ−k̂7. We adopt the convention introduced
by Foreman.10

In Eqs.s11gd ands11hd hk̂± , k̂7j= k̂±k̂7+ k̂7k̂±, and in Eqs.

s11jd and s11kd hk̂± , k̂zj= k̂±k̂z+ k̂zk̂±.
In the case of a nanostructure in a perpendicular magnetic

field, the Zeeman terms on the diagonal and those that couple
light-hole and split-off bands remain, and all others become
zero. This case will be considered in Sec. III, where a cylin-
drical quantum dot in a perpendicular magnetic field is ana-
lyzed. For completeness, the Hamiltonian for strained semi-
conducting nanostructures is addressed in the Appendix,
where the explicit terms of the strain-dependent part of the
Hamiltonian are given.

If the asymmetry parameterx is taken equal to zero, this
Hamiltonian has the same form as the conventional 838
multiband Hamiltonian for the magnetic-field case.

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

In order to test the nonsymmetrized Hamiltonian, we cal-
culate the electronic structure of a cylindrical quantum dot
with parabolic in-plane confinement potential and compare
the results to those of the conventional multiband models. A
hard-wall potential of rectangular shape is assumed along the
z direction, and the case of a perpendicular magnetic field is
considered. The axial approximation is adopted. It corre-
sponds to ignoring the square terms that are not axially sym-
metric about thez-axis fEq. s11idg. Since the confinement
potential has cylindrical symmetry, thez component of the
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total angular momentumF can be introduced as a good
quantum number,Fz= fz".27,28 The z projection of the total
angular momentumF can be written asFz=Jz+L z, whereJz
is the z component of the angular momentum of the band-
edge Bloch function andL z is thez component of the enve-
lope angular momentum. In the presence of a magnetic field,
the operatorsk±, take the form

k± = − ieiwS ]

]r
±

i

r

]

]w
7

r

2lc
2D , s13d

in cylindrical coordinates. Herelc is the magnetic length
given by lc=s" /eBd1/2.

The states are described by the Hamiltonian

H = Hkin + Vsr,zd, s14d

where Hkin presents the kinetic part given in Eq.s9d and
Vsr ,zd is a diagonal matrix containing potentials for the va-
lence and conduction band. For GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As the
eight-band effective mass Hamiltonian is employed, whereas
for GaAs/AlAs, InAs/GaAs we use the six-band effective-
mass Hamiltonian. AlAs is indirect-gap semiconductor, so
coupling between the valence and conduction band cannot be
modeled by the 838 Hamiltonian. In the case of an
InAs/GaAs quantum dot, the full picture can be obtained by
employing the 838 Hamiltonian.21 But here, we are inter-
ested in the influence of the boundary conditions on the elec-
tronic structure calculations of the valence band. In order to
analyze the influence of the boundary conditions we have
already excluded the strain from our calculations. For the
valence band the boundary conditions extracted from the
conventional approach are significantly different from those
extracted from the nonsymmetrized one. By resolving the
problem one gets a more precise treatment of the abrupt in-
terface in the framework of the BF multiband effective-mass
theory for the valence band and one could further incorporate
these boundary conditions in the full 838 nonsymmetrized
Hamiltonian. It should be pointed out that generalized
envelope-function theory should include additional material
parameters, whose values can be obtained from the first-
principles calculations or experiments on heterostructures.

For the parabolic quantum dot,Vsr ,zd=Visrd+V'szd,
whereVisrd andV'szd are given by

Visrd = 1
2v0

2mir
2, s15d

V'szd = HDEi for uzu . h/2,

0 for uzu , h/2.
J s16d

wherei =c,h, mc is the electron mass,mh=m0/ sg1+g2d is the
heavy-hole mass, andv0 is the characteristic frequency of
the lateral confinement potential.

If the quantum dot is symmetric in thez direction, the
parity of the wave function is a good quantum number. The
spinor of the even valence-band state has the form23

F+ = fFcb
+ ,Fcb

− ,Fhh
+ ,Flh

− ,Flh
+ ,Fhh

− ,Fso
− ,Fso

+ g, s17d

The states, for a given quantum numberfz, are denoted by
nXfz

par sRef. 28d, wheren is the label of the state for givenfz,
X denotes the states with lowestul u among bands in the basis,
and “par” represents the total parity of the states1 for even
parity,2 for odd parityd. It is obvious that crossings between
states of the same total parity and the samefz are forbidden
because of the fact that states are classified with respect tofz,
parity, andn. The ordering of the even and odd states de-
pends on the dimensions of the quantum dot.

The envelope functions in both the valence and conduc-
tion bands are expanded into

xn,l,s
± = Csn,l,sdFnlsr,wdfs

±szd. s18d

The in-plane part is given by

Fnlsr,wd =
1

Î2p
expsilwdexps− r2/2a2dSr

a
Dul u

Ln
ul usr2/a2d,

s19d

while thez-dependent part is given by

fs
+szd =

1
ÎLz

cos
mpz

2Lz
, m= 1,3,5,¯ , s20d

fs
−szd =

1
ÎLz

sin
mpz

2Lz
, m= 2,4,6,̄ s21d

In Eqs.s18d–s21d, Csn, l ,sd is a normalization constant,Ln
l sxd

is the generalized Laguerre polynomial,Lz denotes the half-
height of the expansion cylinder, andl is computed for the
given f and j . The lengtha is related to the magnetic length
lc and the harmonic lengthl0 fl0=s" /v0mhd1/2g through a
=s2l0

2lc
2d / sl0

4+4lc
4d1/2. We assumed a step variation of the ma-

terial parameters, for example, forgi =gim+sgid−gimdfusz
+wd−usz−wdg, where indexm denotes the value of the Lut-
tinger parameter in the matrix and indexd the value of this
parameter in the dot,w is the half-height of the dot andu is
the Heaviside step function.

TABLE I. Material parameters used in the electronic structure
calculationssfrom Ref. 29d.

GaAs AlAs InAs

mc
* /m0 0.067 0.15 0.026

g1
L 6.98 3.76 20.00

g2
L 2.06 0.82 8.5

g3
L 2.93 1.42 9.2

kL 1.28 0.12 7.68

D0 seVd 0.341 0.28 0.39

Eg seVd 1.519 0.417

EP seVd 28.8 21.1 21.5
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The energy levels of the holes are computed as they vary
with the magnetic field for a range of confinement strengths
and thicknesses of the cylindrical quantum dot. The band-
structure parameters are given in Table I. The half-height of
the expansion cylinder is assumed to be approximately four
times bigger than the half-height of the dot. Eight in-plane
and 40z-dependent basis functions were employed in the
calculation. If the basis size is increased, the energy levels
shift by less than 0.8 meV. We tested the nonsymmetrized
838 multiband Hamiltonian by comparing the energy levels
to those extracted from the respective conventional one.
Also, 636 multiband nonsymmetrized and conventional
models are compared. The difference between the nonsym-
metrized and the conventional Hamiltonian arises from the

different treatment of the interface in these approaches. As
previously discussed, the asymmetry parameter arises at the
interface and contributes to the effective mass parameters in
the nonsymmetrized Hamiltonian, whereas in the conven-
tional Hamiltonian this parameter equals zero. Consequently,
we expect that agreement between these models strongly de-
pends on the structural parameters, and therefore we com-
pare these two models as a function of the magnetic field for
different materials in the dot and the barrier.

The magnetic-field dependence of the three lowest-hole
energy levels ofS−3/2

+ symmetry in a GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As
quantum dot is shown in Fig. 1. The 636 and 838 non-
symmetrized and conventional Hamiltonians are compared.
With varying in-plane confinement potential as well as
height of the dot, the two models give similar results, but
note that the discrepancy between the two models is larger
for the more strongly confined quantum dotfFig. 1sbdg. By
explicitly including the lowest conduction bands838
modeld, results do not change qualitatively with respect to
those from the 636 modelsFig. 1d. For the analyzed quan-
tum dot the lowest-hole energy levels for 16 different sym-
metries are shown in Fig. 2, obtained by the 636 nonsym-
metrized multiband Hamiltonian. The expected behavior of
energy levels as a function of magnetic field is observed, and
it was already analyzed in Ref. 28.

For GaAs/AlAs we used only the 636 nonsymmetrized
and conventional Hamiltonians. Energy levels of holes as a
function of magnetic field are shown in Fig. 3. In this case
the difference in Luttinger parameters in the dot and barrier
is larger than in GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As ssee Table Id, and we
note that the difference between the two approaches becomes
more pronounced. However, the energy level behavior as a
function of the magnetic field is qualitatively the same, only
an energy shift is observed.

There is a good qualitative agreement between these two
models and the single band modelsdotted lines in Figs. 1 and
3d for the ground state, in both GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As and
GaAs/AlAs as well. However, in the case of a large in-plane
confinement potential, when band mixing becomes more im-
portant, the discrepancy in the results obtained by the single
and multiband models is more pronouncedfsee Figs. 1sbd
and 3sbdg. Another discrepancy is also observed for low val-
ues of the magnetic field. The Zeeman energy term in the
single-band model tends to decrease the energy, but with
increasing the value of the magnetic field the kinetic energy

FIG. 1. The three lowest-hole energy levels ofS−3/2
+ symmetry in

a GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As quantum disk as a function of the magnetic
field: sad "v0=10 meV,h=6 nm, sbd "v0=15 meV, andh=4 nm.

FIG. 2. The lowest hole
energy levels for sixteen
different symmetries as a function
of the magnetic field in
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As quantum dot:
"v0=10 meV andh=10 nm. The
results are given for the 636
nonsymmetrized multiband
Hamiltonian.
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part becomes dominant, which further leads to the expected
behavior of the energy level as a function of the magnetic
field. In the multiband model, however, band mixing plays
an important role, and it partially suppresses the effect of the
Zeeman energy term. For high values of the magnetic field, a
full agreement between the results of the single and multi-
band models for the ground state is obtained.

Next we consider the case of an InAs/GaAs quantum dot
in a magnetic field. The results are shown in Figs. 4sad and
4sbd, which exhibit the ground and first excited hole energy
level in a quantum disk with"v0=6 meV and "v0

=10 meV, respectively. In order to fully resolve the influence
of the boundary on the electronic structure, strain was not
included in the model although the lattice mismatch is 6.8%.
The effect of strain will be addressed at the end of this sec-
tion. Results obtained by the nonsymmetrized Hamiltonian
and the single-band model show good agreement, but those
obtained by the conventional models differ appreciably. For
high values of the magnetic field, the values of the energy
levels obtained in the framework of conventionalk·p theory,
become unphysical. Indeed, note that for theh=10 nm high
dot sFig. 4d, and for values of the magnetic fieldBù27 T,
the energy levels lie above the top of the valence band. With
increasing height of the dot, the effect of the interface bound-
ary becomes less important, and, consequently, the difference
between the energies computed by the different models be-
comes smaller. Only when the quantum dot thickness is

FIG. 3. The three lowest-hole energy levels ofS−3/2
+ symmetry

as a function of the magnetic field in a GaAs/AlAs quantum dot:
sad "v0=6 meV,h=6 nm andsbd "v0=30 meV,h=4 nm.

FIG. 4. The two lowest-hole
energy levels ofS−3/2

+ symmetry as
a function of a magnetic field in
InAs/GaAs. Results obtained by
the 636 nonsymmetrized Hamil-
tonian ssolid lined, and by the 6
36 conventional Hamiltonian
sdashed lined. The height of the
dot varies from 10 to 60 nm:sad
"v0=6 meV and sbd "v0

=10 meV.
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larger than,60 nm, the results obtained by the two models
become identical in the considered magnetic field range. We
found that such a behavior is due to theS element in the
Hamiltonian

S± = ± iÎ6
"2

2m
F2g3k̂z − i

dsg3 − xd
dz

Gk̂±. s22d

The influence of the boundary on the “conventional”S ele-
ment is determined by the factordsg3−xd /dz in Eq. s22d and
is sg3d

−g3m
d / fsg3d

−xdd−sg3m
−xmdg<135 times larger than

in the nonsymmetrizedS element for the InAs/GaAs dot
under study. As a consequence, band mixing is overestimated
in the conventional Hamiltonian, which is large for materials
with a large difference in Luttinger parameters. This overes-
timation leads to nonphysical solutions for high magnetic-
field values, asdsg3−xd /dz is multiplied byk± in Eq. s22d,
which depends on the magnetic field. Note that any other

dependence ofk̂± se.g., on the parabolic confinement
strengthd will cause such an amplification as well. The same
behavior can be expected in the more simple case of a quan-

tum well in the absence of a magnetic field, wherek̂±→k± is
now a number. In this case we calculate the hole energy
levels as a function ofkt skt=Îkx+kyd. This is shown in Fig.
5 for quantum well growth in thef001g direction. In this
case,kt artificially amplifies the effect of the boundary and
also leads to nonphysical solutions, i.e., the energy levels for
high values ofkt lie above the top of the valence band. It
should be pointed out that this comparison was made just to
illustrate the influence of the boundary on the electronic
structure calculations for nanostructures and to stress that the
observed nonphysical solutions as a function of a magnetic
field for a quantum dot in a magnetic field are a consequence
of the ill-defined boundary conditions at the abrupt interface.

In order to illustrate the difference between the conven-
tional and nonsymmetrized approaches, the probability den-
sities in the ground state atB=40 T for the InAs/GaAs
quantum dot and atkt=0.5 nm−1 for the InAs/GaAs quantum
well determined by the nonsymmetrized and conventional

FIG. 5. The three lowest-hole energy levels of InAs/GaAs
quantum well as a function ofkt. Results are given for the nonsym-
metrized Hamiltonianssolid lined and the conventional 636
Hamiltonian sdashed lined. The width of the well varies from
10 to 60 nm.

FIG. 6. The probability density of the 1S−3/2
+

state, "v0=10 meV, calculated for InAs/GaAs
using thesad nonsymmetrized Hamiltonian and
sbd conventional Hamiltonian, for a magnetic
field of B=40 T. The darker region denotes
higher probability density.
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Hamiltonians are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Note
that the state shown in Fig. 6sad is heavy holelike, which
explains the good agreement between the single-band and
nonsymmetrized models displayed in Fig. 4. In the conven-
tional approach, however, there is a strong mixing between
the heavy and light hole, and the holes are localized near the
boundaries in thez direction. One can note a similar behavior
in the quantum well case, where holes, according to the con-
ventional approach, are also localized near the boundary
sFig. 7d.

Let us also briefly discuss the results for the single-band
model for the InAs/GaAs quantum dot. These conclusions
obtained previously from the comparison of the single- and
multiband models for GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As and GaAs/AlAs
are valid for the InAs/GaAs quantum dot as well. However,
in the latter case the discrepancy between the single-band
and nonsymmetrized multiband models, as found with in-
creasing height of the dot, appears at higher magnetic field.
This is a consequence of the lower spatial confinement in the
z direction, which leads to a relatively stronger influence of
the in-plane part and band mixing caused by the magnetic
field. Note that by increasing the value of the confinement
potential from"v0=6 meVfFig. 4sadg to "v0=10 meVfFig.
4sbdg, the influence of the magnetic field is reduced and
therefore the discrepancy between single- and multiband
models appears at higher values of the magnetic field.

For completeness, the lowest-hole energy levels for 16
different symmetries are shown in Fig. 8 for an InAs/GaAs
quantum dot in the magnetic field, obtained by the 636
nonsymmetrized multiband Hamiltonian.

Inclusion of strain in the analysis leads to a splitting of the
heavy- and light-hole bands,30,31 which, consequently, de-
creases band mixing and partially suppresses the discussed

effect because of the incorrect boundary conditions used in
the conventionalk ·p theory.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A nonsymmetrized eight-band Hamiltonian for nanostruc-
tures is extended to include a magnetic field. The Hamil-
tonian is applied to the case of a parabolic confined cylindri-
cal quantum dot in a perpendicular magnetic field. In
general, we found that the agreement between our nonsym-
metrized model and the conventional models strongly de-
pends on the difference in the structural parameters between
the quantum dot and the barrier material. For systems with a
large difference in Luttinger parameters between the dot and
barrier material, band mixing in the conventional model is
found to be overestimated, and a good agreement between
the single-band model and the nonsymmetrized multiband
model was observed for the ground state. Comparing the
energy levels as a function of magnetic field in the case of
InAs/GaAs quantum dot to energy levels as a function ofkt
for InAs/GaAs quantum well, a similar nonphysical behav-
ior is demonstrated and is a direct consequence of the inap-
propriate treatment of the boundary. However, the question
of an appropriate treatment of the interface in the general
framework of envelope-function approximations is open for
further studies.
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APPENDIX: STRAINED SEMICONDUCTING
NANOSTRUCTURES

In the case of strained semiconducting heterostructures in
a magnetic field an additional strain-dependent part should
be added to the heterostructure Hamiltonian

H = Hk + Hs, sA1d

whereHk denotes the kinetic part given by Eq.s9d andHs is
the strain-dependent part.

As adapted from Ref. 16, the strain Hamiltonian in the
basis given in Eq.s8d becomes

Ĥs =





 ace 0 − iÎ3v† − Î2u − iv 0 − iu − Î2v

0 ace 0 v† − iÎ2u Î3v − iÎ2v† u

iÎ3v 0 − p − q is r 0 −
1
Î2

s − iÎ2r

− Î2u v − is† − p + q 0 r iÎ2q −Î3

2
s

iv† iÎ2u r† 0 − p + q − is −Î3

2
s† iÎ2q

0 Î3v† 0 r† is† − p − q − iÎ2r† −
1
Î2

s†

iu iÎ2v −
1
Î2

s† − iÎ2q −Î3

2
s iÎ2r − ave 0

− Î2v† u iÎ2r† −Î3

2
s† − iÎ2q −

1
Î2

s 0 − ave 





, sA2d

where

p = avsexx + eyy + ezzd, sA3ad

q = bfezz− 1
2sexx + eyydg , sA3bd

r =
Î3
2 bsexx + eyyd − idexy, sA3cd

s= − dsexz− ieyzd, sA3dd

u = 1
Î3

P0o
j

ezjkj , sA3ed

v = 1
Î6

P0o
j

sexj − ieyjdkj , sA3fd

In the previous equationsav is the hydrostatic valence-band
deformation potential;ac the conduction-band deformation
potential;eij is the strain tensor, wherei , j runs overx,y,z;
andb andd are the shear deformation potentials.
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